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Figure 1: Scale-invariant integral surfaces provide a way to define smooth surfaces from skeletons with prescribed radii defined at their
vertices (with linearly interpolated radii along the skeleton edges). The generated surface can be seen as a smoothed version of an infinite
union of spheres centered on the skeleton edges. We propose a new rendering pipeline allowing to visualize such surfaces in real-time. We
provide comparison to revisited state of the art techniques on a large range of skeleton types for a variety of GPUs. Our method provides
improvements for various resolutions on all combination of tested models and GPU hardware (see right graph. More comparisons in the
results section).

Abstract
Scale-invariant integral surfaces, which are implicit representations of surfaces, provide a way to define smooth surfaces from
skeletons with prescribed radii defined at their vertices. We introduce a new rendering pipeline allowing to visualize such
surfaces in real-time. We rely on the distance to skeleton to define a sampling strategy along the camera rays, dividing each
ray into sub-intervals. The proposed strategy is chosen to capture main field variations. Resulting intervals are processed
iteratively, relying on two main ingredients; quadratic interpolation and field mapping, to an approximate squared homothetic
distance. The first provides efficient root finding while the second increases the precision of the interpolation, and the combi-
nation of both results in an efficient processing routine. Finally, we present a GPU implementation that relies on a dynamic
data-structure in order to efficiently generate the intervals along the ray. This data-structure also serves as an acceleration
structure that allows constant time access to the primitives of interest during the processing of a given ray.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Ray tracing; Volumetric models;

1. Introduction1

Implicit surfaces are well known for their capacity to represent2

smooth shapes with arbitrary topology [Blo97] and provide a well-3

defined volume for applications such as additive manufacturing.4

Convolution surfaces [BS91] combine both implicit surfaces and5

skeletal representations. Skeleton-based representation combine6

well with implicit surfaces and provide several advantages for ma-7

nipulating shapes during modeling and processing tasks [TDS*16].8

Such representations allow reasoning on the shape structure and 9

volume, for instance, to define volumes with minimal wall or fea- 10

ture thickness for robust fabrications or volume preservation during 11

deformation [LYHG17; ARM*19]. Skeletons also provide direct 12

control over the volume through the skeleton’s vertices yielding 13

rapid volume sketching capabilities [PIX10; JLW10]. The Scale- 14

Invariant Integral Surface representation (SCALIS) [ZBQC13] ex- 15

tends convolution surface formulation to provide features such as 16

precise radius and blending control at different scales. 17
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2 M. Aydinlilar, C. Zanni / Fast ray tracing of scale-invariant integral surfaces

One of the main difficulties when working with implicit surfaces1

is to provide efficient visualization. During modeling and final ren-2

dering (i.e., processing), visualization may have different require-3

ments in terms of time and approximation. For interactive model-4

ing it is best to have a method requiring no pre-computations and5

no transformations of the native representation. Provided that short6

enough computational times can be reached to achieve an accept-7

able frame rate, ray tracing provides several advantages over mesh-8

ing. In addition to being trivially parallelizable, ray tracing compu-9

tations are done in the image space therefore limiting the compu-10

tations to the parts of the object that are actually visible. This also11

opens the opportunity to develop output sensitive methods while12

offering high quality rendering.13

When ray tracing implicit surfaces the first challenge is to ob-14

tain a robust computation of the closest ray/isosurface intersec-15

tion along the ray. If we target integral surfaces, such as SCALIS,16

two additional problems have to be tackled. First, in order to per-17

form field evaluation, one needs to determine the primitives that18

influence a given location in space. For large skeletons with many19

primitives, searching through the primitives to find the ones that in-20

fluence a given location is the main bottleneck. Second, since the21

SCALIS field evaluations for individual primitives are relatively22

expensive to compute, a brute force approach requiring a large23

number of field evaluations is not an option for any interactive ap-24

plication.25

In order to overcome these challenges and provide a fast and26

precise ray-tracing-based integral surface visualization, our strat-27

egy combines four main components; 1) We introduce, during ren-28

dering, a segmentation of rays in intervals that captures main field29

variations while generating only a small number of sub-intervals to30

be processed. 2) We transform field values to a space that allows31

good quadratic polynomial approximation of the SCALIS field on32

each of the sub-intervals defined in the previous step along the ray.33

3) Fast quadratic roots computation allows to iteratively build poly-34

nomial interpolations that rapidly converge toward the real field35

function. And 4) in order to limit computational overhead, selecting36

primitives whose supports overlap a given interval along the ray is37

performed using a dynamic view-dependent acceleration structure.38

The last component is built on the fly relying on fast GPU con-39

struction of A–buffers which have been previously employed for40

metaballs rendering [Bru19] and transparency [Thi11; MCTB11;41

MCTB12].42

This results in a method that goes beyond Sherstyuk’s fast ray-43

tracing algorithm for convolution surfaces [She99], notably allow-44

ing a better support of large radius variation while being less sensi-45

tive to skeleton tessellation.46

1.1. Background: Implicit Modeling47

In this section, we present required background on skeleton-based48

implicit modeling and put forth the notations that will be used49

throughout the paper (for a more detailed introduction to implicit50

modeling, see [Blo97]).51

An implicit surface is defined by a scalar field f and an isovalue52

c as the set of points p in space satisfying the equation f (p) = c.53

Figure 2: Left: a skeleton with prescribed radius on its vertices,
Middle: infinite union of spheres defined by linear interpolation
of prescribed radius along skeleton edges (this is also a union
of sphere-cone), Right: resulting scale-invariant integral surface
which can be seen as a smoothing of the sphere-cone union.

Different surfaces can be blended by combining their fields’ con- 54

tributions. Such combinations are often performed hierarchically 55

in a Blobtree data structure [WGG99], where each node of the tree 56

represents a composition operator and each leaf is an implicit prim- 57

itive. 58

Among implicit surface definitions there exist several conven-
tions on the meaning of the field values. On one hand we have
the functional representation F-Rep [PASS95] usually close to a
signed-distance field where a volume is defined by f (p) ≤ 0 and
where the field f tends toward infinity when moving away from the
surface. On the other hand we have density field such as metaball-
like surfaces [Bli82; WMW86; NHK*85] defining a volume by
f (p) ≥ c (usually with c = 1/2 or c = 1) and where field value
tend toward 0 away from the object. Given a decreasing function
k called a kernel, the simplest density fields can be defined by ap-
plying k to the distance to a point primitive. Such fields can then
be combined with composition operators. The most simple smooth
blending operator is the sum, used to blend an arbitrary number of
input primitives:

f (p) = ∑
i

fi(p) (1)

where fi is the field function defined by the i-th primitive. Among
kernel families used in practice, we can note the Compact Polyno-
mial kernels that are defined as:

ki,σ(d) =


(

1−
(

d
σ

)2
) i

2

i f d < σ ,

0 otherwise.
(2)

and the Cauchy kernels which can be defined as:

ki,σ(d) =
1(

1+
(

d
σ

)2
) i

2
(3)

They form families of kernels parametrized by a degree parameter i 59

(defining the smoothness of the surface for the compact polynomial 60

kernel) and a scale parameter σ (defining the extent of blends dur- 61

ing composition). 62

Skeleton-based implicit modeling In order to model more com- 63

plex shapes other primitives beyond points can be used, for instance 64
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segments, triangles or Bézier curves. Such primitives can by orga-1

nized in a skeleton structure in order to facilitate their edition. In2

this work, we focus on segment primitives.3

We define a skeleton as a set of line segment primitives Si with4

prescribed radius information at the endpoints (or vertices - see Fig-5

ure 2, left). For each point q on the line segment, a radius τSi(q) can6

be defined as the linear interpolation of the radii of the two end-7

points. Hence, for each such line segment primitive Si, a sphere-8

cone can be defined as the infinite union of balls defined by the9

skeleton points q belonging to the segment with associated radius10

τSi(q) (see Figure 2, middle).11

We present here all the implicit primitives that will be discussed
in the remainder of the paper; all these primitives are defined in
terms of distance between a point p in space to a point q on the line
segment:

d(p,q) = ‖p−q‖ (4)

which, divided with the radius τSi(q) at the skeleton point q, defines
the homothetic distance to a single skeleton point:

h(p,q) = d(p,q)
τSi(q)

(5)

or to line segment primitives :

hSi(p) = min
q∈Si

h(p,q) (6)

Given a kernel k, this allows to define a density function for the
line segment Si:

fi(p) = max
q∈Si

k ◦hSi(p,q) (7)

with ◦, the composition operator.12

When using such segment primitives with summation blend,
bulging appears at skeleton junctions. This problem can be resolved
by using integral surfaces, such as a convolution surface [BS91] or
SCALIS primitive [ZBQC13]. Both formulations provide an inde-
pendence from skeleton subdivision when using blending by sum-
mation thanks to the additivity property of the integral. Note that
both representations are equivalent for constant unit radius. The
SCALIS field, main focus of this paper, is defined as:

fi(p) =
1

Nk,c

∫
Si

k ◦h(p,q)
τSi(q)

dq (8)

where the normalization factor Nk,c, which depends on the chosen13

isovalue c and kernel k, is used in order to achieve the prescribed ra-14

dius around the skeleton. Visually, the resulting isosurface appears15

as a smoothing of the sphere-cones associated to the prescribed16

radii (see Figure 2, right).17

In addition to a direct radius control, this formulation simplifies18

modeling by providing scale-invariance properties: scaling both the19

skeleton geometry and the associated radii with a factor s results in20

a scaling of the isosurface of interest by the same factor - e.g. blend-21

ing behavior is independent from the scale. This scale property also22

reduces blurring of details when blended in larger shapes.23

The method developed in this paper holds for both Equation (7)24

and (8) with a summation blend.25

Figure 3: Leftmost: line segment primitives with prescribed radius
at vertices. Left: associated sphere-cones. Right: Primitive sup-
ports when using a compact kernel. The supports are also sphere-
cones and their radii are proportional to the radii τSi prescribed
on the skeleton. Rightmost: a slice of the SCALIS scalar field, the
points that are inside of the volume defined by f (p) > c are de-
picted in red, the points outside are depicted in blue. The points
outside of the supports of all primitives have a null field value and
are depicted in white.

Kernels The main kernel families used to define skeleton-based 26

implicit surfaces are Cauchy, Inverse and Compact Polynomial ker- 27

nels, all parametrized by a degree parameter i and a scale parame- 28

ter σ (see Equations (2,3)). We mostly focus on the Compact Poly- 29

nomial kernel due to its desirable properties: local support - re- 30

quired for efficient field evaluation on large skeletons - and efficient 31

closed form evaluation of Equation (8) for line segment primitives 32

(with linearly interpolated prescribed thickness τ). In this case, the 33

support of an individual primitive (e.g. the volume for which the 34

field value is not zero) is also a sphere-cone that is defined by scal- 35

ing the two primitive endpoints’ radius by a factor σ (see Figure 3 36

which also describes the convention for the display of the fields). 37

The Inverse kernel can be seen as a special case of the Cauchy Ker- 38

nel when the scale parameter σ tends toward 0. 39

End-point corrector Due to the def- 40

inition of the field as an integral, see 41

Equation (8), the prescribed radius is 42

not achieved in the tangential direction 43

near skeleton end-points. In [ZBQC13], 44

a simple correction scheme is presented 45

to overcome this drawback. It consists in adding a segment prim- 46

itive with constant radius, the length of which is proportional to 47

the prescribed radius at the end vertices of the skeleton as well 48

as on a constant depending on the kernel used (see Figure inset). 49

In the remainder of the paper, we will discuss the implication of 50

those end-point correctors or their absence. In some cases, such as 51

a truss structure without end-points, all the assumptions related to 52

the presence of end-point correctors can be used. 53

2. Previous work: Raytracing implicit surfaces 54

Rendering implicit surfaces is a subtle trade-off between efficiency
and accuracy and has triggered a lot of research. In order to visu-
alize an implicit surface with the ray tracing approach, one has to
find the first parameter along a given ray:

r(x) = o+ xd (9)
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for which the field value evaluates to the isovalue of interest c, e.g.
finding x such that :

f ◦ r(x) = c

or equivalently :

f ◦ r(x)− c = 0 (10)

Henceforth, we only consider Equation (10) and discuss the detec-1

tion of zero crossings along the ray.2

A first solution to do so it to apply the ray marching approach to3

isolate the root by advancing with a constant step size until a sign4

change is detected in f ◦ r− c. Then, applying another method,5

such as a constrained Newton method, to localize the root more6

precisely. The behavior of such method is highly correlated to the7

choosen stepsize: for small steps the method becomes computation-8

ally expensive, for larger step size, some isosurface crossing can be9

missed.10

Available techniques tend to differ depending on the properties11

of the implicit surface to be ray-traced, for instance density field12

versus distance field.13

Polynomial definitions/approximations Several ray tracing algo-14

rithms rely on polynomial root finding algorithms to locate the iso-15

surface along the ray, either because the field itself is defined by16

polynomials or because a polynomial approximation of the field is17

built along the ray.18

For point primitives defined with the compact polynomial kernel19

(Equation (2)), the field function along the ray is a piecewise poly-20

nomial. For small degree (up to degree 4), this property can be used21

to compute a closed-form expression of the root [GPP*10]. For22

higher degrees, the Bézier clipping algorithm can be used [NN94;23

KSN08] to iteratively converge toward the first root of the polyno-24

mial (or to rapidly reject root-free intervals).25

For convolution surfaces, polynomial approximations of the field26

value can be built along the ray [She99]. During rendering, each27

primitive can be approximated by one or several polynomials on the28

interval defined by the intersection between the ray and the primi-29

tive support. The interval is uniformly subdivided and polynomial30

approximations are calculated from Hermite data (field value and31

derivative) sampled at subinterval boundaries (see Figure 4). The32

roots of resulting cubic polynomial approximations can be com-33

puted analytically. When primitives are combined with the summa-34

tion operator, new polynomials are defined by summation of poly-35

nomials on the intersection of primitive subintervals.36

Choosing an adequate level of subdivision is problematic: on one37

hand, small number of intervals can result in poor approximation38

depending on both the viewpoint and the skeleton tessellation even39

more so in the context of SCALIS as it becomes more difficult to40

capture the maximal field contribution of a given primitive. On the41

other hand higher number of intervals results in higher computa-42

tional time due to additional field evaluation. Furthermore, when43

performing computation on GPU, the incoherence of the generated44

subintervals require additional data management to avoid the com-45

putation of additional field values.46

An alternative to interval subdivision is to rely on a higher degree47

approximation defined from additional sampling positions [She99; 48

JTZ09]. However, such an approach prevents the use of closed form 49

expressions and can also be subject to increased fitting error due to 50

introduction of oscillations in a higher degree polynomial approxi- 51

mation due to Runge’s phenomenon. 52

For arbitrary field definition, Taylor polynomial approximations 53

were also used to perform root isolation [SWR18]. Adaptive inter- 54

vals are defined along the ray using a gradient based heuristics, each 55

interval is analyzed using two Taylor approximations of degree two 56

defined from both end-points of the interval, intervals are subdi- 57

vided until the Taylor approximations find a single root. A bounded 58

Newton method is then used on the resulting interval. Such an ap- 59

proach requires the computation of a higher order derivative and a 60

well chosen initial step-size (either user defined or based on global 61

property of the Hessian) in order for the root isolation to be guar- 62

anteed. In our context the initial step size would be based on the 63

smallest radius used in the scene, hence inefficient. 64

Lipschitz constant The principle of Lipschitz continuity was first 65

used by [KB89] for guaranteed localization of the intersections be- 66

tween a ray and an implicit surface. The method uses Lipschitz 67

bounds of both the field function and its gradient along the ray di- 68

rection in order to build an octree space partitioning used to prune 69

empty areas. The roots are then isolated by investigating change 70

in the gradient and the sign of the field function. Such approach 71

requires the existence and calculability of the first and the second 72

derivatives of the field function. 73

The existence of a global Lipschitz constant for signed distance 74

field has been used in [Har96] to define a robust ray-tracing al- 75

gorithm : the sphere tracing. This algorithm belongs to the ray- 76

marching family. Each step size is computed as a function of the 77

current field value and global Lipschitz constant guaranteeing that 78

the isosurface is never missed. This approach is widely used for 79

direct content creation in shaders [QJ13]. A large number of exten- 80

sions to this approach have been proposed, such as safe overrelax- 81

Figure 4: Left: In [She99], boundary of primitive supports are
used to subdivide the ray in order to compute local polynomial ap-
proximations of field values. The approximations are then used to
compute an approximation of the isosurface position. To increase
the approximation precision, supports are uniformly subdivided be-
fore generating the final segmentation which can result in intervals
of highly incoherent size. Middle: our ray segmentation only relies
on estimated maximal influence of individual primitives to define
an initial segmentation with a small number of subintervals. We
then rely on dynamic subdivision in order to increase precision of
approximation wherever required. Right: Hermite data defined at
interval’s end-points and associated polynomial interpolation.
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ation [KSK*14], locally defined Lipschitz constant [GGP*15], op-1

timal overrelaxation for planar surfaces [BV18] and visualization2

of implicit surfaces under derformation [SJNJ19]. Signed distance3

fields were also used to render geometry in games, either through4

sphere-tracing on mip-mapped voxelized data [Ord18] or genera-5

tion of point cloud [Mol20].6

The main limitation of this family of algorithms is the arbitrarily7

large number of steps required for grazing rays. When applied to a8

density field instead of a distance field, the algorithm also suffers9

from the shape of the kernel function (null gradient near kernel10

support boundary) and the difficulty to compute a tight Lipschitz11

bound for an N-ary summation operator. For instance if there are12

large differences of radius for SCALIS primitives, the Lipschitz13

constant per primitive is inversely proportional to the prescribed14

radius therefore creating unnecessarily small steps globally.15

Such limitations have been tackled recently in the segment trac-16

ing algorithm [GGPP20], drastically decreasing the number of17

steps required for compactly supported primitives combined in a18

Blobtree [WGG99]. The key idea is to compute a local directional19

Lipschitz bound by using the fact that primitives are defined as a20

composition of a distance function and a kernel function. We dis-21

cuss and compare our technique later in Section 8.22

Another approach was used in [Bru19] to ray trace Blinn soft ob-23

jects with constant radius, the sphere-tracing algorithm is applied24

after performing a mapping that allows to compute a signed dis-25

tance approximation to the density field. Our method relies on the26

same type of field normalization which is discussed in more detail27

in the next section.28

Interval/Affine arithmetics For arbitrary function-based field29

definition, a robust approach to ray tracing is to rely on iterative30

interval refinement and interval arithmetics [Mit90; CHMS00] to31

compute a bound on field variation on a given interval. Each time32

the estimated bound contains the isosurface c the interval is subdi-33

vided into two. Affine arithmetics [FPC10] can be used to obtain34

tighter bounds.35

In [Kee20], one of the main drawback of this category of meth-36

ods is tackled (albeit on an alternative direct rendering approach):37

efficient computation on large expressions. It relies on a represen-38

tation of the expression well adapted to GPU evaluation as well39

as on-the-fly simplification of the expression. This method targets40

general implicit surfaces, the author hints at reduced efficiency of41

the interval evaluations in presence of shapes with many smooth42

blends. Our focus, skeletons with large number of primitives, falls43

in this category.44

Acceleration data structures For large skeletons, computational45

times are also highly correlated to the time required to iterate over46

all the primitives that influence a given point along the ray (e.g.47

during field evaluation).48

In [GPP*10] a bounding volume hierarchy (adapted for the man-49

agement of the blending operation) was used for efficient evalua-50

tion. More recently, [Bru19] has relied on a dynamic data structure51

that is efficiently rebuilt at each frame by using the GPU rendering52

pipeline: for each ray, a linked list of intersection points with sup-53

ports of each primitive is computed relying on a GPU based quadric54

visualization algorithm [SWBG06]. We extend this approach for 55

better management of segment primitive with varying radius (prim- 56

itives whose support are also sphere cones). 57

3. Our approach 58

Our main shape to be ray-traced is the SCALIS field (see Equa- 59

tion (8)) defined by a skeleton consisting of line segment primi- 60

tives. Since SCALIS field evaluations are expensive to compute, 61

brute force ray-marching approaches are not feasible. We therefore 62

propose to rely on local field interpolations in order to reduce the 63

number of field evaluations required for calculating the ray-surface 64

intersections. To achieve high fidelity interpolations with lower de- 65

gree polynomials, we propose to subdivide the ray into intervals 66

that capture the main field variations along the ray. A different in- 67

terpolation is used and refined in each interval, locally producing 68

an accurate approximation. The overall idea and the processing of 69

an example ray can be seen on Figure 5. 70

Our approach relies on a bijective mapping of the SCALIS 71

field to an approximate smooth homothetic distance field (squared) 72

which has the exact same isosurface of interest as the SCALIS field. 73

All processing is done on this normalized field. This new field ex- 74

hibits similar variations as the homothetic distance fields (squared) 75

to individual primitives hSi
2 (see Equation (6)). 76

We use the correspondence between the normalized field and 77

the hSi
2 fields in order to define our ray-subdivision strategy: the 78

intervals are defined by cutting the ray at the minima of hSi
2 for 79

each individual primitive Si (purple curves in Figure 5 (a)). We ex- 80

pect such cuts to limit the number of oscillations of the normalized 81

field in a given subinterval, a property required to perform field 82

analysis through low degree polynomial interpolation. As can be 83

observed in Figure 5 (a), the normalized field has this desirable 84

property on each sub-intervals. By cutting the ray at the minima of 85

hSi
2, the likelihood of finding a point within the implicit surface is 86

increased, such points allows to isolate a root by detecting a sign 87

change. While the local minima of the homothetic distance field 88

along the ray provides only an approximation to the local minima 89

of the SCALIS field, this approach behaves well in practice (see 90

section 8). 91

Our ray-tracing algorithm generates and processes intervals on 92

the fly in depth-order until an isovalue crossing is detected. This 93

corresponds to the main loop (A) in the diagram in Figure 5. We 94

process a subinterval by iteratively refining a local polynomial in- 95

terpolation. The interpolation is first initialized using the Hermite 96

data sampled at interval end-points. Then, it is refined by reducing 97

the interval extent, cutting it at the root of the polynomial which 98

interpolates the field on the reduced interval (inner loop (B) in the 99

diagram and graph of Figure 5). Provided that the polynomial inter- 100

polation has a root within the sub-interval, the root of the succes- 101

sive interpolations will converge toward the real isosurface as the 102

interval gets iteratively smaller. We use smooth piecewise quadratic 103

polynomials to obtain fast and stable root computations. 104

We first discuss the mapping from density field to homothetic 105

squared distance field in section 4. Then, in section 5 we describe 106

our ray subdivision strategy and in section 6 we present the ap- 107

proach used to perform the processing of a ray’s subinterval. Fi- 108
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Figure 5: General pipeline of our method. Top Left: A slice of the SCALIS field consisting of three primitives and a ray (green) to be
processed. Below it, the SCALIS field variation along the ray f ◦ r (orange) and the normalized field values (in blue) are given. We are
interested in locating the zero-crossing (root of the Equation (10)) marked with the red disk. In the middle the two main loops of the algorithm
are denoted as (A) and (B) and on the right these are shown respectively for the given ray: dividing the ray into intervals (a) and iterative
root refinement by polynomial interpolation (b). The normalized field exhibits limited variations on sub-intervals defined by cutting the ray
at local minima of the homothetic (squared) distance to individual primitives (purple curves in (a)).

nally, we describe in section 7 our GPU implementation relying on1

a dynamic data structure.2

4. Approximated squared homothetic distance3

Scale-invariant integral surfaces are defined from the homothetic4

distance to skeleton points as described in section 1.1. For most of5

the kernels used in practice, it is actually defined from a squared6

homothetic distance. We use this property to introduce a mapping7

that allows to compute more precise quadratic interpolations. We8

first present the specific configurations where a quadratic polyno-9

mial can be fitted exactly to the mapped values, then discuss the10

general case.11

4.1. Remapping SCALIS field values12

In previous works on the integral surfaces, the study of infinite13

primitives has proven its usefulness for thickness control around14

skeletons [ZBQC13] and blending control [ZGC15]. We use it to15

analyze the homothetic distance to the isosurface and provide bet-16

ter polynomial interpolation. We first introduce a field mapping for17

infinite line primitives, then generalize it for arbitrary skeletons.18

Infinite line primitive Let us consider an infinite line primitive
with a constant prescribed radius τ0. For the main kernel families
used to define skeleton-based implicit surfaces, the SCALIS field
for such primitive in isolation can be defined as a function of dis-
tance d to the line by using a kernel k̃ of the same family with a

different degree. Hence, the field can be defined as :

fline,τ0(d) = fline,1

(
d
τ0

)
= λ k̃

(
d
τ0

)
(11)

where λ = c/k̃(1). For the Compact Polynomial kernel of order i, 19

we have k̃ = ki+1,σ and for the Cauchy kernel, we have k̃ = ki−1,σ. 20

We generalize the approach of [Bru19] from metaballs to full
skeletons with varying radius. The homothetic squared distance (in-
stead of a Euclidian distance) to the line primitive (instead of point
primitive) can be computed at any given location in space from the
field value by applying the inverse of the function defined in Equa-
tion (11) followed by squaring the result :

g( f ) =
(

fline,1
−1( f )

)2
=

(
k̃−1

(
f
λ

))2

=

(
d
τ0

)2

(12)

For the Compact Polynomial kernel, this develops into:

g( f ) =
(

d
τ0

)2

= σ
2

{
((1− (1− 1

σ2 )(
f
c )

2
i+1 )) if f > 0 ,

1 otherwise.
(13)

while for the Cauchy kernel, this develops into:

g( f ) = (1+σ
2)

(
c
f

) 2
i−1

−σ
2 (14)

with the scale parameter σ and the order i of the kernel as defined 21

in Equation (2,3). Note that in the case of radius τ0 = 1, this is also 22

the Euclidean squared distance to the line. 23

Similarly, as g(c) = 1, a signed squared homothetic distance to
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the isosurface of interest can be computed:

g( f )−1 (15)

In the remainder of the text, we call the field resulting from the1

application of Equation (15) to the SCALIS field the normalized2

field.3

For a line with constant radius in isolation (or a long enough4

segment for the compact polynomial kernel), it is important to note5

that for a given ray, the squared distance from the ray to the line6

is a degree two polynomial. Hence, for such a configuration, the7

squared homothetic signed distance can be exactly interpolated by8

a quadratic polynomial defined by Hermite data sampled at an ar-9

bitrary position along the ray (i.e. by evaluating g◦ f ◦r−1 and its10

derivative at the ray parameter t).11

Other special configurations For a few other configurations, the12

function g ◦ f ◦ r− 1 is also a quadratic polynomial, hence it can13

be exactly interpolated by a quadratic polynomial defined by any14

Hermite data sampled along the ray. Such configurations are: any15

rays for two equal line primitives, all rays belonging to the bisect-16

ing plane between two parallel line primitives, the three rays that17

correspond to the equidistant lines for two crossing line primitives18

and the two rays corresponding to equidistant lines for two arbi-19

trary line primitives. Indeed in all those cases, the global field is20

defined by 2 fline,τ0(d), hence a constant can be factored out from21

Equation (13).22

Generalization Interestingly, Equation (13) can be used directly23

on the SCALIS field generated from a more general skeleton in or-24

der to compute a smooth approximation of the homothetic squared25

distance to the surface. Indeed, since g is a strictly decreasing func-26

tion on R+, hence injective, the normalized field leaves all the level27

set unchanged (in terms of geometry), including the one corre-28

sponding to the isosurface of interest (which now corresponds to29

an isovalue of 0 instead of c). And, outside of the blending area30

(e.g. branching) and the neighborhood of skeleton end-points, the31

field behavior will tend toward one of an infinite line before the32

application of g, hence toward a squared homothetic distance after33

application of g.34

We designed the normalized field to have good properties for35

our algorithm: it does not create new oscillations in the field and is36

less dependent on the kernel used. The mapping has the beneficial37

property of removing the inflexion points of f ◦r−c that are due to38

the Cauchy and Compact polynomial kernel shape (see Figure 6).39

5. Ray subdivision40

In order to simplify the processing of a given ray, we want to define41

intervals with limited number of oscillations (typically either one42

or two local minima of g◦ f ◦ r−1 exists in the defined intervals).43

This provides better interpolations in configurations where the nor-44

malized field along the ray is not exactly a quadratic function.45

We further use the fact that the normalized field can be seen as a46

smooth approximation of the homothetic distance (squared) to the47

surface mini(h2
Si
)−1 in order to simplify the processing of a given48

ray.49

Figure 6: A sample ray on the skeleton defined in Figure 2. Left:
Cauchy Kernel. Right: Compact Polynomial Kernel. The field vari-
ation along the ray f ◦ r (orange curve) exhibits limited variations
on sub-intervals defined by cutting the ray at local minima of homo-
thetic (squared) distance to individual primitives (purple curves) .
A high correlation between these values can also be observed, and
is even more noticeable after mapping f ◦ r to approximate homo-
thetic squared distances (blue curve).

5.1. Correlation with h2
Si
−1 50

In order to ease the analysis of the field, we take inspiration from 51

the Linderberg principle of absence of local extrema creation by 52

convolution with a specific family of kernel [Lin91]. While we are 53

not exactly in this context (Cauchy and Gaussian verify exactly the 54

condition, compact kernel is only close to it, SCALIS is not a con- 55

volution when using varying radii), we experimentally observe a 56

similar behavior. Furthermore, the mapping g is decreasing, it can- 57

not create new local extrema, which allows to do a similar obser- 58

vation on the normalized field (see Figure 5 and 6). Similarly, we 59

expect the local normalized field behavior to directly correlate to 60

homothetic squared distance h2
Si

to individual primitives including 61

in presence of varying radius. Indeed, it is defined by blending (i.e. 62

smoothing) contributions of all skeleton-points based on their prox- 63

imity (i.e. with sharper kernels the correlation between g◦ f ◦r−1 64

and h2
Si
◦ r−1 increases). 65

The aforementioned evidence hints that a good sampling strategy 66

is achievable by computing the arguments of the minima of the 67

homothetic distance to the individual primitives hSi ◦ r. 68
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5.2. Argminimum of homothetic distance along a ray1

In order to generate our ray subdivision on the fly, we need to find
efficiently the argument of the minimum of the homothetic distance
from a segment primitive Si with linearly varying radius (Equa-
tion (6)) to the ray r, i.e. we are trying to solve:

argmin
t

hSi ◦ r(t) (16)

Let us define the segment primitive Si, parametrized by:

p(s) = p0 + su and τ(s) = τ0 + s ∆τ (17)

with u a unit vector and the parameter s in the range [0,L], L be-
ing the length of the segment. For a skeleton point (p(s),τ(s)) in
isolation, the Euclidean distance and the homothetic distance have
the same argument of the minimum along the ray, the minima only
differing by a factor 1/τ(s). For the Euclidian distance, the minima
(squared) have a closed form expression :

dr
2(p(s)) = ‖(m+ su)− (m+ su)T dd‖2 (18)

with m= p0−o, where o is the ray origin and d is the ray direction.2

Therefore, in order to solve Equation (16), we can invert the or-
der in which minima are computed and we can instead study:

argmin
s∈[0,L]

d2
r (p(s))
τ(s)2 (19)

This gives the skeleton parameter smin for which the minimum3

is reached. The ray parameter tmin can easily be derived from it4

(e.g. by computing the orthogonal projection of the skeleton point5

p(smin) onto the ray).6

We therefore have to study a rational function whose poles are
not in the range of interest (i.e. in the range [0,L]), thus the mini-
mum of the function is either reached at the boundary of the inter-
val [0,L] or where the derivative cancels. By the cancellation of the
derivative, we get a linear equation in the form bx+ c = 0 with:

b = τ0L2(1− (uT d)2)−∆τLuT (m− (mT d)d)

and

c = ∆τ‖m− (mT d)d‖2 + τ0LuT (m− (mT d)d)

Note that Equation (16) could be7

solved directly. Recall that the sphere-8

union associated to a given primitive9

includes a cone section. Depending on10

the ray/cone configuration, it amounts to11

finding the smallest scaling factor to ap-12

ply to the segment’s radii such that there13

exists a single intersection between the ray and the scaled sphere-14

cone, see Figure inset. We find that our approach requires less com-15

putations and is easier to compute in a numerically stable way.16

End-point correctors The minima of hSi ◦ r are highly correlated17

to the maximal field contributions for a given primitive. However,18

due to the integral nature of the SCALIS field definition, field vari-19

ations diverge from this behavior near primitive end-points. While20

this is not problematic in general (due to blending by summation21

of adjacent primitives), this could become a problem near skeleton22

end-points. This problem is related to the problem of radius shrink- 23

age at skeleton end-point observed in [ZBQC13]. When applying 24

the end-point correctors, we force an additional sampling position 25

near skeleton end-points, increasing the correlation between the ar- 26

gument of the minima of hSi ◦ r for individual primitives and the 27

ones of g◦ f ◦r−1. Note that in the absence of correctors, a heuris- 28

tic presented in section 6.2 can compensate this shortcoming. 29

6. Ray processing 30

The ray subdivision strategy presented in the previous section not 31

only provides intervals with limited number of oscillations, it also 32

limits the initial number of intervals along a given ray. Smaller 33

number of intervals result in smaller number of compulsory field 34

evaluations while processing a given ray. 35

We also subdivide the ray when switching from an area not over- 36

lapped by any primitive support to an area overlapped by at least 37

one primitive support (and vice-versa). This way, we can avoid 38

processing large empty areas. This is easily achieved with the data 39

structure presented in section 7. 40

We first present the quadratic polynomial interpolation used to 41

define local field interpolation within a given subinterval, then we 42

present the processing of a given subinterval. 43

6.1. Quadratic polynomial interpolation 44

Working with quadratic polynomial interpolation has the advantage
of much more efficient, simpler and numerically stable root com-
putation. As discussed in section 4.1, thanks to the field normaliza-
tion, it also provides exact interpolation, in specific cases, indepen-
dently of the kernel used. However, some configurations of Hermite
data at interval’s end-points cannot be realized by a quadratic inter-
polation (four constraints for only three degrees of freedom, see
Figure 7). In such incompatible configuration, a possible approach
would be to rely on Hermite-Birkhoff data, ignoring one of the
two derivatives at interval end-points (see green curve in Figure 7).
Instead, we propose an alternative solution that allows to respect
the Hermite data at both end-points by relying on two piecewise
quadratic polynomials, and without computing any additional field
values. For simplicity we cut the initial interval in two sub-parts of
equal size. Our interpolant is defined as a one dimensional Bézier

Figure 7: Two Hermite data configurations and associated polyno-
mial interpolations: Hermite cubic interpolation in blue, quadratic
interpolation by part in red and quadratic Hermite-Birkhoff inter-
polation in green.
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Figure 8: Comparison of convergence between the quadratic inter-
polation of g◦ f ◦r−1 and the cubic interpolation of f ◦r−c. Both
averages (main curve) and medians are computed over the inter-
vals defined from our segmentation strategy with different level of
subdivision of those initial intervals. Note that for the Cauchy ker-
nel we ignore intervals for which all field values are below 0.015.
This allows to minimize the impact of the kernel clipping required
due to the infinite support of the Cauchy kernel. For each graph, 5k
rays are launched in the scene of Figure 11 (middle and far right
respectively).

curve on each part. For such curves, the control polygons are con-
strained such that the control points are equally spaced in abscissa.
The ordinates of control points are chosen to verify Hermite data
and interpolation smoothness. From the six control points Qi=0..5
(three for each of the Bezier curves), the two first control points
Q0,1 of the first interval (respectively, last points Q4,5 for the sec-
ond intervals) are constrained by Hermite data. Remaining control
points on both sub-intervals should have the same value Q2 = Q3 to
ensure continuity and they should lie on the line joining the two ad-
jacent control points Q1 and Q4 to ensure smoothness, which leads
to the following ordinates:

1
2
(h1 +h2)+

L
8
(h
′

1−h
′

2), (20)

where (hi,h′i) is the Hermite data at each end of the interval. Note1

that this value is also equal to the value returned by the cubic poly-2

nomial interpolation at the middle of the range (see Figure 7) as3

well as the average of the two Hermite-Birkhoff interpolations and4

still provide perfect interpolation when Hermite data are compati-5

ble.6

In the case of the compact polynomial kernel, for general con-7

figurations, we experimentally observe a similar convergence rate8

(function of the interval size) for the quadratic interpolation on the9

normalized field g◦ f ◦r−1 and cubic interpolation on the original 10

field f ◦ r− c (see Figure 8, right). As expected, better results are 11

obtained for primitives with limited radius variation and blending. 12

For the Cauchy kernel, we obtain much better interpolations with 13

the normalized field for small numbers of interval’s subdivision, as 14

such kernel is badly suited for low degree polynomial interpolation 15

on larger intervals. 16

6.2. Processing of an interval 17

We generate intervals iteratively and process them on the fly. For 18

each interval we apply a routine in order to check if the isosurface 19

is crossed. If so, we return the position of the isosurface along the 20

ray, else we move to the next interval (see section 7). 21

Let us define [tbegin, tend ] as a sub-interval to process. We use the 22

quadratic interpolation of Hermite data presented in Section 6.1 in 23

order to estimate the isosurface position if it exists. The estimated 24

position troot is defined as the first root of the interpolation defined 25

from Hermite data evaluated at tbegin and tend . 26

The routine iteratively reduces the size of the interval in order 27

to define Hermite interpolations of increasing precision (see Fig- 28

ure 5). By doing so, the estimate troot converges toward the exact 29

isosurface location. 30

The interval size is reduced by moving one of its endpoints to 31

the estimate troot depending on the Hermite data evaluated in troot . 32

If no clear choice is possible (e.g. no sign change is detected in 33

normalized field value and neither of the sub-intervals [tbegin, ttroot ] 34

and [troot , tend ] has a constant sign for their directional derivative, 35

the first sub-interval is chosen and the second interval is stored to 36

allow one step of backtracking. 37

The iteration continues until the presence of the isosurface can 38

be rejected or the isosurface has been located within a given error 39

threshold. The structure of the interval processing loop is given in 40

Algorithm 1. 41

Heuristic/Oracle On intervals presenting large radius variations 42

(or in absence of end-point correctors) the polynomial interpolation 43

might overestimate normalized field values g◦ f ◦r−1, opening the 44

possibility of missing the isosurface. One solution to this problem 45

would be to uniformly subdivide intervals in order to obtain better 46

initial polynomial interpolations. However this comes at a large in- 47

crease in the number of intervals to be processed. In order to avoid 48

-1

0

1

2

normalized field (g∘f∘r-1)

Figure 9: A polynomial interpolation can present smaller varia-
tions than the actual field function, resulting in possible missed iso-
values. Until a root is isolated, we rely on rational Bézier curves to
address this problem.
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Algorithm 1 Processing interval (tbegin, hb, tend , he).

// hb, he are tuples containing Hermite data
n← 0, saved← None
while ++n < 32 do

troot ← Oracle(tbegin, tend , i)
if troot ==∞ and !saved then

return f alse,∞
else if troot <∞ then

hr← HermiteData(troot)
if |hr.val|< ε then

return true, troot
end if
bprim← hr.prim > 0 and hb.prim < 0
if !saved and hr.val ≥ 0 and he.val < 0 and bprim then

saved← [(troot ,hr),(tend ,he)]
end if
if hr.val < 0 or bprim then

tend ,he← troot ,hr
else

tbegin,hb← troot ,hr
end if

else if saved then
(tbegin,hb),(tend ,he)← saved
saved← None

end if
end while
return f alse,∞

this, our algorithm uses a heuristic to limit the need for extra sub-1

division. We modify the oracle estimating the existence of a root2

(and its position if it exists) until an isosurface crossing has been3

isolated (i.e. until a sign change exist between interval end-points).4

We rely on rational Bézier curves until a root is guaranteed. Such5

curves allow to have an interpolation that is arbitrarily closer to6

the control polygon hence increasing the chance to detect an iso-7

value crossing (see Figure 9). Note that with rational functions,8

root computation remains the same as long as the pole is not in the9

range of interest. In our implementation, a weight equal to 3 on the10

middle control point of the interpolation curve was sufficient on all11

tested examples.12

With the modified oracle, even without any interval subdivision,13

failure cases are rare (see section 8), especially compared with the14

behavior of the sphere-tracing algorithm that requires arbitrarily15

large number of steps therefore creating holes in the surface, when16

working with limited number of steps for rapid rendering (see again17

section 8).18

7. Dynamic data structure : efficient GPU implementation19

When evaluating the SCALIS field on large skeletons with com-20

pact kernels, the computation time is mostly driven by the selection21

of primitives whose supports overlap the evaluation point. Simi-22

larly to [Bru19], our GPU implementation works in two steps, first,23

building a dynamic data structure where entry and exit points in24

primitives supports are stored per ray, then processing the ray. We25

rely on the stored data to serve as an acceleration data structure to 26

efficiently retrieve the primitives whose supports overlap the given 27

interval of the ray. When using the Cauchy kernel, we clip the sup- 28

port of a given primitive by a sphere-cone whose scaling σclipping 29

is computed to guarantee a maximal error εclipping. This allows us 30

to use the same approach for both kernel families. 31

The first step relies on a fast GPU construction of A– 32

buffers [Thi11; MCTB11; MCTB12]. A geometry shader is used 33

to generate a quad per skeleton segment such that the quad covers 34

the projected segment primitive support. As the support of a given 35

primitive is defined by intersecting some quadrics (a sphere-cone), 36

we compute the quad using [SWBG06]. We adapt the proposed 37

approach to compute segment-aligned quads to limit the number 38

of generated fragments for which ray/sphere-cone intersections are 39

computed (in particular for primitives whose maximal radii are 40

comparatively small to the segment length). The ray-supports inter- 41

sections are computed in a fragment shader. Entry and exit points 42

in the sphere-cones, as well as the associated primitive id, are in- 43

serted in the A–buffer linked-list (see Figure 10) and sorted on the 44

fly according to the depth of the entry [LHL14]. Note that contrary 45

to [Bru19], the use of a compact support kernel avoids the need to 46

cut-off primitives influences in this first step. 47

Of course, any variant of A–buffer creation could be used to 48

accelerate this first step, for instance postponing the sorting of 49

fragments until the ray processing step [Bru19] or using advanced 50

memory management [SF14]. 51

Once the first step of the processing is done, the linked-lists of 52

the A–Buffer define intervals with a fixed set of segment primi- 53

tives. We now face a choice. Subdividing the ray based on those 54

intervals would minimize the maximum number of segment prim- 55

itive to be stored per fragment shader call. However, it would also 56

increase the number of field computations required. Increasing the 57

interval size too much might require more memory to store all seg- 58

ment primitives whose supports overlap each intervals. On the op- 59

posite, subdividing the ray only when switching from an area not 60

Figure 10: A-buffer linked-list associated to a given pixel after
rasterization of all skeleton’s primitives. Note that entry depth zin
and exit depth zout in the support of a given primitive are stored
in the same linked-list node. This linked-list is the main entry to
the ray processing algorithm and allows to retrieve efficiently the
primitives whose supports overlap a given ray’s subinterval.
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overlapped by any primitive support to an area overlapped by at1

least one primitive support (and vice-versa) would require storage2

of a large number of segment primitives at once depending on the3

ray/skeleton configuration, hence increasing memory usage of each4

individual thread.5

We choose to combine this second subdivision strategy to our6

contribution presented in section 3. This presents a nice trade-off:7

it limits the number of segment primitives to be stored at once8

while generating long enough intervals, hence limiting the number9

of compulsory field evaluation. The fragment shader that renders10

the view generates and processes the intervals on-the-fly using al-11

gorithm 1 until an intersection with the isosurface is found. The12

resulting linked-list processing loop is given in Algorithm 2.13

Due to possible numerical instability in the normalized field14

derivative computation (the latter being non continuous when the15

field switch from null to non null), we apply one step of sphere trac-16

ing to avoid those areas, note that this require no field evaluation as17

the field is null at the support limit (see comment in Algorithm 2).18

Toward output sensitivity Similarly to Bruckner’s approach to19

achieve output sensitivity [Bru19], it is possible to render an oc-20

cluding depth buffer in order to limit the number of primitives that21

will be registered in the linked-lists. The depth buffer is initialized22

with depth values corresponding to positions that are guaranteed23

to be in the volume. Then all primitives whose support entries are24

beyond the occluding depth can be safely ignored. For efficiency25

those depth values need to be computed in a first render path on a26

per primitive basis. Due to the integral formulation of the field, the27

minimal radius around primitives does not necessarily correspond28

to the prescribed radius (e.g. typically for bent skeletons). In or-29

der to overcome this difficulty, we rely on two assumptions: usage30

of the skeleton end-point correctors and bounded radius variations:31

none of the two spheres at a primitive end-point completely en-32

compass the other - e.g. each vertex should have an influence on33

the geometry of the union of sphere. Note that we do not render oc-34

cluders for primitives corresponding to end-point correctors. In this35

context, thanks to the scale invariant property of the SCALIS repre-36

sentation, it is possible to analyze the worst skeleton configuration37

to derive a scaling factor for the sphere cones’ radii such that the38

implicit surface is guaranteed to enclose the modified primitives.39
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Computation of this scaling fac-40

tor is discussed in Appendix A.41

The quality of the minimal vol-42

ume is related to the kernel scale43

parameter, the larger the scale44

the smaller the guaranteed vol-45

ume is. For instance, for typi-46

cal Compact polynomial kernel47

scale σ ranging from 1.5 to 2, the scaling factor range from ≈ 0.6248

to ≈ 0.35 (see Figure inset - the purple curve correspond to our49

bounded radius variation). Similarly, for more constrained radius50

variations, better bounds can be computed (see Figure inset, the51

blue curve corresponds to constant radius). In section 8, we discuss52

rendering times with and without this optimization. In absence of53

end-point correctors, an alternative strategy would be to rely on the54

field behavior of primitives in isolation. Indeed, for long enough55

primitives with constant radius, there is a portion of the segment56

Algorithm 2 Processing linked list.
GenerateRay(i,j)
primitives← emptyHeap()
argmins← emptyHeap()
f rags← InitFragList(i, j)
targmin←∞
tentry← f rags.currZIn()
while !(frags.empty() and primitives.empty()) do

tb,hb← te,he
texit ← primitives.back().val
if primitives.empty() or targmin < texit or tentry < texit then

if primitives.empty() then
tb,hb← tentry,(g(0), · · ·) {see below}

end if
while targmin > tentry and ! f rags.empty() do

tprim← Argmin(σ, f rags.currSegId())
tout ← f rags.currZOut()
primitives.insert({tout , f rags.currSegId()} )
argmins.insert(tprim)
targmin← argmins. f ront()
frags.next()
tentry← (! f rags.empty())? f rags.currZIn() :∞

end while
te,he = targmin,HermiteData(targmin)

else
te,he← texit ,(g(0), · · ·) {see below}

end if
// see text for management of entry/exit of non-null field area
if tb < te then

f , t← processInterval(tb,hb, te,he)
if f then

GenerateIsoSurface(t)
return

end if
end if
primitives.popElements([](x){x≤ te})
argmins.popElements([](x){x≤ te})
targmin← (!argmins.empty())?argmins. f ront() :∞

end while

primitives for which the prescribed radius is guaranteed. While we 57

do not use this property in our implementation, it could be used to 58

improve the occluders for some specific skeleton configurations. 59

8. Results 60

Our method was implemented in C++ using the OpenGL library 61

and shaders were programmed in GLSL. We have tested our im- 62

plementation on a large range of objects including artistic shapes 63

(see Figures 1, 2, 13, 15), truss structures (see Figure 16), branch- 64

ing structures (see Figure 11), procedural foam structures (see Fig- 65

ure 12) and random skeletons (see Figure 11) using both low-end 66

and high-end graphic cards (namely an Intel UHD Graphics 630, 67

an nVidia Quadro P1000 and an nVidia GeForce 2080 RTX). Ex- 68

amples have been chosen to present a large variety of skeletons 69

in terms of number of segments, local density of primitives and 70

whether or not the radii change. In order to assess the efficiency 71
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Figure 11: Left: Procedural trees. Right: Random skeletons with constant and varying radii used to test the resilience of our algorithm.

Figure 12: Procedural foams whose skeletons are defined as edges of a voronoi diagram of points.

Figure 13: Real-time rendering allows users to efficiently explore kernel scale parameters for a given skeleton.

Figure 14: Left: Model generated using a Cauchy kernel and Ricci blendings of subcomponents (main body, eyes, tongue, legs and branch),
Middle: Comparison with summation-only blending, Right: Comparison with compact polynomial kernel. .

submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (2/2021).
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Figure 15: Skeleton-based free form modeling.

Figure 16: Truss structure.

of our method, we compare it to several state of the art techniques:1

sphere-tracing on the field g
1
2 ◦ f ◦r−1 (similar in spirit to [Bru19],2

see Appendix B for the computation of the Lipschitz constant),3

Shertyuk fast ray-tracing [She99] and segment-tracing [GGPP20]4

on f ◦ r− c. Comparison includes both GPU rendering time and5

statistics per ray (computed on a CPU implementation). For Sher-6

styuk fast ray-tracing, we only compare rendering time as field7

evaluations are not performed in the same way. Comparisons with8

the segment-tracing algorithm are done in the context of homo-9

thetic distance primitives (e.g. Equation (7)) instead of SCALIS10

primitives (e.g. Equation (8)) as we do not have a computation rou-11

tine for the local directional Lipschitz bounds on the latter equa-12

tion. It only includes ray statistics. Our study mostly focuses on the13

compact polynomial kernel, we explicitly specify in the text when14

experiments are run with the Cauchy kernel.15

Note that in practice, it is is also possible to blend different16

skeletons with a blending sharper than the summation blending,17

e.g. by relying on Ricci’s blending [Ric73] (see Figure 14). Indeed,18

such blending keeps the correlation of the field with the homothetic19

squared distance to individual primitives by defining a blending be-20

havior parametrized between a summation blend and a maximum21

blend.22

GPU rendering time We record the average rendering time for a23

set of viewpoints around our test objects. In order to provide fair24

comparisons, the GPU implementation of the sphere-tracing and25

the one of the Shertyuk ray tracing both rely on the A-buffer. In our26

implementation of Sherstyuk’s method, we use four subdivisions27

per primitive, which correspond to the coarsest subdivision allow-28

ing to obtain visually acceptable results on primitives with constant29

radius. Our implementation of the sphere-tracing routine also uses 30

a ray subdivision strategy in order to discard space outside of any 31

primitive support as well as to limit the maximal number of seg- 32

ments to be stored and processed at the same time during the ray 33

processing loop. On each subinterval the number of sphere-tracing 34

steps is bounded (typically 256 in our implementation). 35

For the compact polynomial kernel, all renderings are done at 36

a resolution of 2048× 2048 and rendering times are provided in 37

Table 1. On all tested examples, we observe improvements of the 38

global rendering time with our method in comparison to the most 39

competitive one (which is dependent on the model). Rendering 40

time reduction ranges from −34.2% to −48.7% on the Intel card, 41

from −51.5% to −78.0% on the nVidia Quadro card and from 42

−35.3% to −72.1% on the nVidia RTX card. In addition, both 43

sphere-tracing and Sherstyuk’s fast ray tracing can present visual 44

artifacts (see Figure 17, note that those artifacts can be reduced at 45

the expense of additional computation time). It is also important to 46

note that in presence of a large amount of blending - for instance 47

if a large number of segments connect in one vertex (such as in 48

Figure 12) - the sphere-tracing algorithms would require usage of 49

under-relaxation to properly find the surface. 50

We also have tested our method at higher resolutions where we 51

observe similar improvements (see Figure 20). In order to perform 52

a stress case on the nVidia RTX, we rendered a foam structure con- 53

sisting of 526k segments using the compact polynomial kernel, run- 54

ning at 15 frames per second (see Figure 12, right). Finally, we 55

provide individual timing for the A-buffer creation step (with and 56

without occluders) and the ray processing steps. As expected, us- 57

age of occluders can have a large impact in terms of rendering time 58

(as well as memory consumption) depending on the nature of the 59

skeleton. 60

For the Cauchy kernel, we mainly tested our method on the 61

nVidia RTX card with a lower resolution of 1536× 1536 in order 62

to account for the higher number of primitive overlaps generated 63

by the larger clipping sphere-cone (e.g. σclipping = 4 for σ = 0.3 64

and εclipping = 0.005), otherwise this would lead to an A-buffer 65

overflow. The use of a kernel with a larger footprint results in an in- 66

crease of computational time. With our method, timings range from 67

7 to 54 milliseconds (excluding Fig.12(Middle)). With respect to 68

sphere tracing, this corresponds to a rendering time reduction rang- 69

ing from −46.2% to −81.3%. We observed similar improvements 70

on the two other GPUs when run at a resolution of 1024× 1024. 71

Figure 17: Left: our method presents minimal errors in isosurface
intersections, Middle: when using sphere tracing with a number of
steps limited to a few hundreds (in order to limit runtime cost) holes
can appear in the surface,Right: Sherstyuk fast ray tracing can pro-
duce large deformation of the surface depending on the viewpoint.
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Figure 18: Number of field value computations used during the
processing of a ray. The red pixels correspond to isosurface cross-
ing missed by our method. Left: Sphere-tracing Right: Our method.

Note that we do not compare runtime with the Sherstyuk method1

as it produces numerous artifacts due to poor polynomial interpo-2

lation.3

Interactive modeling The rendering time achieved by our method4

allows interactive manipulation of a large range of skeletons. Both,5

random and procedural skeletons (see Figure 11), can be generated6

interactively. In our implementation skeletons are generated on the7

CPU at each parameter change. Fast rendering also allows real-time8

exploration of kernel parameter as depicted in Figure 13.9

Statistics In order to compute per ray statistics, we have launched10

sets of rays in six directions (three main axis with both posi-11

tive and negative orientations). For each model, we have com-12

puted the axis-aligned bounding-box from sphere-cone supports.13

In each direction, we sample the ray origins uniformly in the asso-14

ciated bounding-box’s face such that a total of 10 millions rays are15

launched per model. For each ray, we measure the average, median16

and maximal number of steps required to process the ray. Note that17

the maximal number of rays are more important for SIMD architec-18

tures. Statitics are provided in Table 2 and 3. It is important to recall19

that our method relies on gradient computation for the evaluation20

of directional derivative. As described in [ZBQC13], both field and21

gradient can be computed for less than twice the evaluation cost of22

a single field value. Furthermore, as both values are computed at23

once, segment parameters are only fetched once from memory.24

We observe a reduction for all statistics when using our method 25

(see Table 2), including when primitives present small radius vari- 26

ations (e.g. the radius is either approximately constant over the 27

full skeleton or is approximately constant by part on the skeleton). 28

Larger reductions are observed in presence of varying radii. 29

However, the main benefit is achieved along grazing rays that 30

present the maximal number of steps (a well-known problem of the 31

sphere-tracing algorithm - see Figures 21 and 18). 32

When using distance primitives instead of SCALIS primitives, 33

this limitation of the sphere-tracing algorithm can be alleviated by 34

the use of directional Lipschitz bounds (e.g. the segment-tracing al- 35

gorithms). In this context, our method still provides reduction of the 36

maximal number of steps required along grazing rays (see Table 3). 37

In order to validate the robustness of our method, we have also 38

measured errors along rays. In practice, less than 10−3% of the 39

rays are missing an isosurface crossing, all of them are grazing rays 40

(see Figure 18 and 21). Those few errors are due to Hermite data 41

configurations for which control polygons of the interpolant do not 42

cross the isovalue 0. This limits the efficiency of our rational in- 43

terpolation heuristic. In order to mitigate this shortcoming, it could 44

be interesting to investigate 2D quadric Bezier curves which would 45

allow to increase the amplitude of the control polygon by moving 46

the abscissa of the control points. 47

Limitation Our algorithm and its implementation present a few 48

limitations. First, the heap used to store segment primitives dur- 49

ing the ray processing loop should be large enough to accommo- 50

date all primitives whose supports overlap the initial intervals de- 51

fined by the argument of the minimum of homothetic distance. Ob- 52

serve that this limitation could be mitigated by adding an additional 53

break condition in Algorithm 2 based on the current heap size. Sec- 54

ondly, output invariance could be improved by combining our cur- 55

rent strategy with occluders generated from primitives considered 56

in isolation. Finally, the A-buffer can become expensive to build 57

for finely tessellated curves (due to overlaps between primtive sup- 58

ports). Two main directions could be investigated : curve primi- 59

tives [FHZ19] and curved simplification based on local radius and 60

kernel scale. Similarly, finely tessellated skeleton also increase the 61

number of argument of the minimum of homothetic distance along 62

the ray. 63

9. Conclusion and Future work 64

We have introduced a new rendering algorithm for scale-invariant 65

integral surfaces. Our approach presents no visible artifacts while 66

decreasing computation time by up to 70% in comparison to revis- 67

ited previous work. Our key contributions are 1) the usage of a new 68

initial sampling strategy of the rays based on homothetic distance 69

to segment primitives, 2) the introduction of a new field mapping 70

combined to quadratic polynomial interpolation, and 3) an efficient 71

GPU implementation relying on a A-buffer data structure. We be- 72

lieve this technique could help in further study of a larger range of 73

integral surfaces. 74

Among future directions of research, we can mention manage- 75

ment of triangle primitives (these share the main properties used in 76

our method) and transparent rendering (relying on depth slabing to 77
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Object
Intel UHD Graphics 630 nVidia Quadro P1000 nVidia GeForce 2080 RTX

Ours Sphere Sherstyuk Ours Sphere Sherstyuk Ours Sphere Sherstyuk
Fig.11(4) 290.4 551.9 565.9 84.2 300.4 262.5 7.9 28.2 18.4
Fig.11(3) 284.4 374.4 526.2 80.0 169.0 230.3 7.9 16.1 17.0
Fig.11(2) 243.0 388.0 384.1 127.8 302.0 268.8 12.0 27.2 22.5
Fig.11(1) 169.5 244.6 289.6 74.6 169.0 182.1 7.3 15.6 15.3
Fig.13(Middle) 121.3 204.9 178.4 31.8 120.0 79.9 6.2 12.9 7.7
Fig.2 116.5 169.8 177.1 23.8 81.9 70.8 6.3 12.9 7.7
Fig.15(Middle) 159.3 272.0 265.4 39.9 151.0 115.4 6.6 15.1 10.0
Fig.1 129.7 247.8 202.4 33.6 152.7 93.3 6.7 22.0 13.2
Fig.15(Left) 207.7 366.2 383.0 49.2 182.0 151.1 6.9 18.9 11.3
Fig.15(Right) 117.5 187.1 181.1 29.1 106.8 76.3 5.9 10.4 7.0
Fig.16 90.5 120.6 150.7 22.5 69.1 76.0 5.5 8.4 7.5
Fig.12(Left) 294.5 390.0 447.8 119.4 236.0 246.0 11.3 25.6 22.7
Fig.12(Middle) - - - - - - 62.5 259.9 97.3

Table 1: Rendering Times (in milliseconds) averaged over full rotations around the object, at 2048x2048.
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Figure 19: Individual times for each substep of the methods (occluding depth buffer, dexel buffer creation with and without occluders and
ray processing). For models presenting a large number of depth layers, occluders provide non negligible improvement of rendering time.
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Figure 20: Average frame processing time versus rendering resolution on a nVidia GeForce 2080 RTX.
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Object # of Skeletons
Our Method Sphere Tracing

Avg Median Max Avg Median Max
Fig.12(Left) 4722 5 4 37 16 11 24580
Fig.11(1) 255 5 4 80 18 13 2389
Fig.11(3) 201 6 6 84 19 14 2124
Fig.15(Right) 127 5 5 27 36 24 2980
Fig.1 213 5 5 132 68 22 42214
Fig.15(Left) 55 5 5 23 73 48 8298
Fig.11(4) 201 8 7 84 413 330 21770
Fig.13(Middle) 95 5 4 23 31 23 4866
Fig.15(Middle) 55 5 5 21 37 20 7559
Fig.2 36 4 4 34 28 18 4372
Fig.16 608 5 4 46 16 10 8345

Table 2: Statistics calculated for our method and sphere tracing for Compact Polynomial. Similar results are calculated for the Cauchy
kernel with decrease in median number of steps in the range between 36.3% and 97.9%

Object # of Skeletons
Our Method Segment Tracing

Avg Median Max Avg Median Max
Fig.12(Left) 4722 5 4 53 9 7 383
Fig.11(1) 255 5 5 55 9 8 549
Fig.11(3) 201 5 4 24 9 7 340
Fig.15(Right) 127 4 5 20 16 14 413
Fig.1 213 5 4 65 15 11 736
Fig.15(Left) 55 5 5 16 23 23 302
Fig.11(4) 201 6 4 25 177 197 1680
Fig.13(Middle) 95 4 4 18 15 14 277
Fig.15(Middle) 55 4 6 18 13 16 531
Fig.2 36 4 5 16 12 12 524
Fig.16 608 5 6 74 8 7 348

Table 3: Statistics calculated for segment tracing[PGMG09] and our method on blob primitives.

limit A-buffer creation cost and memory usage). Finally, we believe1

that a combination of an A-buffer acceleration structure and/or a2

new sampling strategy to existing rendering techniques for more3

general implicit surfaces such as [GGPP20; Kee20] could provide4

interesting optimizations.5
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Appendix A: Radii scaling for sphere-cones enclosure40

We present here the worst case skeleton configuration used to com-41

pute the scaling factor of the sphere-cones’ radii that is used for42

computing the occluding depth buffer.43

Usage of the end-point correctors guarantees the existence of a44

minimal length of skeleton around any skeleton point q with radius45

τ (i.e. the length of the correctors on both sides of q) given that q is46

not part of an end-point corrector.47

We want to find the minimal dis-48

tance between the isosurface and the49

point q. Hence, we should study the50

field variation along arbitrary direc-51

tions starting from q. For an arbi-52

trary direction v, the minimal distance53

will be reached for the fastest decreas-54

ing field. Such field is obtained if the55

guaranteed length of skeleton is leav-56

ing q in the direction −v (kernels are57

decreasing functions). Similarly the influence of a given skele-58

ton point is decreasing more rapidly for smaller prescribed radii.59

Hence, the worst case scenario is reached for two segment primi- 60

tives in the direction−v with radius τ in q and the fastest authorized 61

radius variation (see Figure inset). Thanks to the scale invariance of 62

the surface, we only need to compute the scaling factor for a unit 63

radius which we perform numerically (which corresponds to the 64

distance between q and the isosurface in the direction v - see Figure 65

inset). Note that this worst case configuration is actually indepen- 66

dent from the actual skeleton configuration, no additional skeleton 67

processing is required. 68

Appendix B: Lipschitz constant computation 69

When applying sphere-tracing, computing the Lipschitz constant
per primitive (e.g. ignoring the ray/primitive configuration) can
have a large impact in presence of varying radius along primitives.
Indeed, for the studied implicit surfaces the Lipschitz constant is
inversely proportional to the smallest radius. In order to alleviate
this problem in our sphere-tracing implementation, we compute the
Lipschitz constant both per primitive and per ray. This can be done
by computing the primitive point with the smallest radius whose
kernel support is intersected by the ray. Based on Equation (18),
the kernel support associated to a skeleton point is intersected by
the ray if and only if:

‖(m− su)− (m− su)T dd‖2−σ
2(τ0 + s∆τ)2 ≤ 0

where σ is the kernel scale. The smallest radius can then be deduced 70

from these polynomial roots. 71
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